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ABSTRACT
An analytical study of laminar heat transfer 
of non-Newtonian fluid in the entrance region of a 
circular conduit was carried out in this thesis. An 
asymptotic solution is obtained for the entrance heat 
transfer problem, with velocity ana temperature profile 
developing simultaneously. The non-Newtonian fluid is 
assumed to be of the "power-law" model and its pnysical 
properties are assumed, to be constant. The initial 
velocity and temperature profiles of the fluid prior 
to its entry are considered to be flat, and the walls 
of the conduit are maintained at uniform but different 
temperatures from that of the fluid. Numerical values 
of local and average Nusselt numbers as functions of 
Prandtl number and dimensionless longitudinal distances 
have been evaluated and presented in graphical forms 
for both Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids.
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2besides being of academic interest, is also of practical
importanceo
Fluids are classified into the two main 
categories of Newtonian or non-Newtonian according to 
their behavior at constant temperature under imposed 
shearing forces. Newtonian fluids are those which 
exhibit a direct proportionality between shear stress 
and shear rate in the laminar-flow region. By definition 
the term "non-Newtonian!5 includes all materials which 
do not obey the direct proportionality between shear
^ (1 * -S ’fc-'V /'■J <-•« y*-, ’* V ' 'f— j'S.i
c>C a . O  t-U C u 1 a  v l .  ± *-•* s_y.. .i. j .  0—■ t
Ketizner (ll)„ following the classical method 
of classifying non-Newtonian fluids divides non-Newtonian 
systems into three broad categories;
(1) Fluids with properties independent of 
time or duration of shear (time- 
independent non-Newtonian).
(2) More complex fluids for which the 
relationship between shear stress and 
shear rate depends upon the duration
of shear (time-dependent non-Newtonian).
(3) Those systems which have many character­
istics of a solid and primarily that of 
elastic recovery from the deformations 
which occur ucon flow.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Time-independent non-Newtonians are further divided into 
three distinct groups:
(a) Bingham plastics
(b) pseudoplastics
(c) dilatant fluids
From the fluid-flow curves presented in Fig. A, the flow 
behavior of each type can be compared with the Newtonian 
fluid.
Bingham Plastic
Cl)
Dilatant.pto
Sh
C8
0)rCj
CO
Pseudoplastic
Shear- Rate ~
Fig. A Fluid-Flow Curves
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4Examples of fluids which have been stated to
approximate Bingham-plastic behavior are drilling muds,
suspensions of chalk, grains, rock and sewage sludge.
The Bingham model which expresses the rheological *
relation between the shear stress and the shear' rz
where T 0 is the yield stress.
Pseudoplastic fluids comprise the classifica­
tion into which the majority of industrially important 
non-Newtonian fluids fall. Examples of fluids which 
exhibit this type of behavior include polymeric solutions 
or melts, as rubbers, cellulose acetate, and Napalm; 
suspensions such as paints, mayonaise, paper pulp, and 
detergent slurries; and even dilute suspensions of 
inert, unsolvated solids. The rheological behavior 
can be described most simply by the "power-law" model,
rate (-gp) may written for the one-dimensional case as:
M  > %  (1-1)
Trz\ <  %  (1-2)
for the one-dimensional case as
Other models that can be used are;
(1) Eyring model
(2) Ellis model
(3) Relner-Phillppoff model
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5Dilatant fluids display a rheological 
behavior opposite to that of pseudoplastics in that 
the apparent viscosity increases with Increasing 
shear rate. The usual examples of dilatant behavior 
are starch, potassium silicate, and gum arable In water. 
Time-dependent non-Newtonians may be divided 
Into two groups, depending on whether the shear stress 
increases or decreases with time of shear at a constant 
shearing rate. The former are termed rheopectic, the 
latter thixotropic fluids.
In this Investigation, consideration is 
given only to pseudoplastic fluids whose rheological 
behavior can be described by the "power-law" model.'
Laminar flow of various non-Newtonian models 
have been investigated (3.11,1 5}, both theoretically 
and experimentally. The velocity development In the 
entrance region has been studied and reported by Bogue (4 ) 
and recently by Collins and Schowalter (5 ). Heat transfer 
studies and in particular the extension of the Gr-aetz- 
Nusselt problem to non-Newtonian flow, which we are here 
primarily interested in, have been carried, out by Tien (l4 ) 
and Lycbe and Bird (10 ).
Those existing solutions referred to are 
generally based on the assumption of a fully established 
velocity profile at the point in the tube where heating
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6begins. Entrance region heat transfer studies, when 
both velocity and temperature profiles are developing, 
have been made only recently.
Exact analysis of this kind of problem Is 
difficult due to the complexities of the governing 
differential equations. A numerical solution was given 
by Kays (7) for the case of Newtonian fluid in a 
circular conduit. In Kays’ work, the energy equation
\-r
was simplified by omitting the term and the numerical
<37
results were obtained by difference approximation using 
the developing velocity profile information given by 
Langhaar (9). Kays’ work was later extended by 
Goldberg ( 6 ), to enlarge the range of the prandti 
number of the fluid. Sparrow (13) solved this problem 
for flat ducts using the momentum, integral method.
Yau and Tien (15), also by use of the momentum integral 
method solved, this problem for non-Newtonian fluid, in 
the case of flat ducts.
In this Investigation an asymptotic solution 
will be used to solve the entrance effect for a circular 
conduit with non-Newtonian fluids Involved.' The 
advantage of this approach is that a closed-form 
expression can be obtained. This will be discussed 
in detail In following sections.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II
STATEMENT OP PROBLEM AND METHOD OP SOLUTION
The problem to be studied here is the
solution of laminar convective heat transfer In the
entrance region of a circular conduit where velocity
and temperature profiles are developing simultaneously.
Pig. 1 gives the schematic description of the
problem under investigation. A constant-property fluid,
assumed to have a uniform velocity profile and
uniform temperature, enters a round tube. The wall of
the tube is maintained at a constant temperature Tw
where T 4 T„. • For convenience in this mathematical w o
study, cylindrical coordinates are used with r denoting
the radial.coordinate while z denotes the axial coordinate.
Similarly, V and V_ denote the velocity components in P z
the radial and longitudinal directions respectively.
Besides those assumptions already mentioned, 
the. following are also employed:
(1) The flow is two dimensional.
(2) The flow is steady.
(3) The dissipative heat due to friction is 
negligible.
7 '
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8(4) The fluid is incompressible and has 
constant physical properties,
(5) The longitudinal conduction of heat 
is insignificant,
(6) There is a non-slip condition at the 
wall. Under this condition, there is 
a thin layer of fluid adjacent to the 
wall in which the velocity is zero at 
the wall, but approaches to very near 
main flow velocity at a distance S from 
the wall. This fluid layer is called 
the velocity boundary layer of thickness 
S , and outside this layer, potential 
flow occurs in the core and the core 
velocity profile is flat. The velocity 
boundary layer is assumed to be of zero 
thickness at the inlet point. It 
increases in thickness with distance 
from the inlet point until it reaches 
the centre line of the duct where the 
two boundary layers from both walls 
merge. It Is assumed that the viscous 
effect Is confined within the boundary 
layer, and outside the region the forces 
due to friction are small and may be 
neglected.
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9(7) There is a transfer of heat between
the fluid and the wall because of the
temperature difference. The major
part of this transfer takes place in
a thin layer of fluid adjacent to the
wall. Within the layer temperature
varies from T„ at the wall to T of w o
the flow in the core. In an exactly 
analogous manner to the velocity bound­
ary layer, this thin layer is called 
the thermal boundary layer. Outside 
the thermal boundary layer the fluid 
is not materially affected by the heat 
transfer and the temperature remains 
the same as that of the fluid before 
entering. This layer will grow from 
zero thickness at the inlet point to a 
value equal to R at the centre line 
where the two identical thermal bound­
ary layers from both walls meet. It is 
further assumed that the effect of 
longitudinal conduction of heat In 
the fluid Is insignificant.
(8) The usual boundary layer simplifications 
can be applied to the equations of 
motion and energy.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
10
With the above assumptions taken into 
consideration, the following equations of continuity, 
motion and energy may be written as follows:
can be expressed in terms of the rate of strain if 
the rheological model of the fluid is specified.
employed in the solution of the stated problem.
Exact analysis is not feasible mainly because of the 
complexities of the governing differential equations. 
This leaves approximate methods of solution as the 
main field of study.
(2-1)
(2-2)
(2-3)
The shear stress term of Equation (2-2)
There are several methods which may be
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
11
One approach is to further simplify the 
basic equations given above by omitting certain terms 
and obtaining numerical results by difference analysis 
of developing velocity profile information. This is 
the method employed by Kays ( 7 ).
Another approach involves the use of 
momentum integral method for the approximate solution 
of the velocity and temperature profiles. Although 
the use of the momentum, integral method is quite 
simple, it suffers from a basic weakness, namely that 
there is no criterion available to assess the accuracy 
of the results.
The method to be employed in this investigation 
is to obtain an asymptotic solution of. the entrance 
region heat transfer problem for a circular conduit.
Prom Equation (2-2) through a physical consideration 
of the relative thickness of the thermal and velocity 
boundary layers for high Prandti number fluids, a 
simplified expression for velocity distribution can be 
used, in the energy equation and enables the solution of 
this problem.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER III 
ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION 
Considering the physical properties of the' 
fluid to be constant the equation of motion can be 
solved independent of the energy equation. The solution 
gives V as a function of both space coordinates 
(r and z), which was first obtained by Langhaar.
In the present work, solution of Equation (2-3) 
is to be obtained by simplifying the energy equation 
from physical argument. For fluids with large Prandti 
numbers it is known that the thickness of the thermal 
boundary layer is much thinner in comparison with that 
of velocity boundary layer. For this reason, it is 
possible to approximate the part of the velocity 
profile within the thermal boundary layer by the 
following expression:
This is analogous to the approximation of 
Graetz-Nusselt solution by Leveque's solution. First 
writing Equations (2-1), (2-3) and (3-1) into dimensionless 
forms, we have
12
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L _  A  
f > f
- U i  =  o
bZ*
$ j x . ' -
vt-*j
/ XT*
b Z r P r R x i b f 1 I ' V ^ Y
Vi =  (3 iz*) f
where
/ -  / =  / -
R
Z * = R
v U
r " = T-To
Tw — To
Pr =  ■ % £
k
Z C p p R U . 
k Re.
£e = M ! £ -
/*
Z'fpu*"1
M
b \Y\
for Newtonian fluid
for non-Newtonian fluid.
for Newtonian fluid
for non-Newtonian fluid
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(3-2)
(3-3)
(3-4)
(3-5)
(3-6)
(3-7)
(3-8)
(3-9)
(3-10a)
(3-iOb)
(3-lla)
(3-Hb)
14
and boundary conditions become
T  + = 1 f = o  (3-12)
T *  = o z+ = o (3-13)
Combining Equations (3-2) and (3-3), we have
V/ = p'(z+)  ~ T  (3-14)
I 6 > d - f )
Substituting Equations (3-4 ) and (3-l4) into (3-3 ), we
have H'fxr* ,?'3r-f3 st* 1 , 1 ar*_ >
/ / b v  t 6 d - f )  i f  p,zt i-f i f  Prtitbp* O-as)
Since one is primarily concerned wish the 
temperature distribution within the thermal boundary 
layer which is very thin in the entrance region for' 
fluids with high Prandtl numbers, we can simplify 
Equation (3-15) by approximating
i f - f  ~ 3f
Also let
*  = l k  . <3"16>
U (3-17)
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15
Equation (3-15) becomes
SZ* 1 2 PrJZe '  2  t t  Pr U «  /  '
and
T f- I u sz o
T* = o Z+=z o
Assume that the expression of T* can be written as
/v - i P r f *   ( 3 - 1 9 )
r * =  T0* +
Pr (Pr.
Substituting Equation (3-19) into (3-18), we have
4>u ( M  + _Li3I'+ ...W0'_«!+ _ L v i 5 i i i s V - ' )
v a z '  « ■  a z '  /  (  2  f t /E e A iu  Pria )
=  !— L)(l3L* + -1 h i  r ■ ■ •) (3-20)
\Prj{ a«* Pr hu? )
Equation (3-20) will be satisfied if we require that
(fill -AZa , cfi'J^JJk ss ‘ H I  (3“21a)
dz* Z ba Pr buz
<fiu~~fi -  4>utML =  -L  Jj±  _ ~-L H  (3-21b)
&  b U  Pr M z JPebU.
<buL$ll- £  tiz <>Tz _/, tfTz . I bT,* (3 -21c)
F  bz+ ^ T b u ,  Pr b Uz ^ e b u
or, in general
<pUn.i- <t,±suL = (3-2W)
bz* Z Pr bur s/cebu
for i >, 1
>
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The boundary conditions are
• -t
and
r
Ti
Ti
I
o
0
IT
u +
0
o
0 7 i > 0
(3-22a) 
(3-22b) 
(3-23)
Equation (3-21 a) together with the boundary 
condition given by (3-22a) and (3-23) are identical with 
those of heat transfer over a flat plate for fluids 
with high Prandtl numbers and its solution has been 
given before (1 ), ( 2 ) and is given as
7/
when
r l
Jc i
u
e'f d
Pr Vs
Vz
1. 1 ‘/3
(pz JLz*
(3-24)
(3-25)
anc
e U
(3-26)
>
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(£) -
9- f
r  ( Z* / i ' / 3  f ' 0
£ J dz* I efclj
(3-27)
Combining Equations (3-27) anc 3~21b) the result is:
a iLZL+_ d>'u? <37/ 
<)z* .8
/ a V +
'/3 <j>Vz
rz+ l£ -\ '/3
<f>/zotz+
(3-28)
Because of the additional term on the right 
hand side of Equation (3-28), a similarity transformation
*
such as that given by Equation (3-25) will not be 
applicable. However, by introducing two new independent 
variables ? and S with ? defined as before and $ 
is given as
J = Z* (3-29)
Expressing as well as its derivatives in 
terms of ^  and 5 aftd substituting into Equation (3-28) 
after rearrangement, we have
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,2r +o TI + 3 ?f ol!
a
2 bl7}
t ' a
f I <PV2^ t h T * i
 iA________ __ 7) ~~JJL _ e>__lL_ r,Vz Jy +
4 ’* I «  M t *  i f  ■
'/a  -fe> I
/ &Q
J
e l
(3-30)
One may argue that for small va-.„ ce of ^ , 
the firsc term on the right hand side can he dropped. 
Also for large values of 7j , the term 377 /3& can 
be omitted (see Equation (3-27'))., Equation (3-21b) 
would 'become the same with Equation (3-21a) end iT,Vd3 
would be Identical to zero. Therefore one can write 
for approximation, that
J /z
tr,
S •
377
•/a
f
1 e ~ 'i d-
(3-31)
boundary conditions as stated befc
77
V
o
o
~  o
— > cO
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Solution of Equation (3-31) can be found to be
77 3%  Pr'5
ana
V3
( % - q  ' ■ m r i
(3-32)
PE)
^  Jo EE
V
(3-33)
By the same procedure as before, one can 
solve for Tp*  and evaluate /o7j)o. The results can
be summarized as
(Ola \
u
U l )
Jo
i
-7/j / e 1
L
Pr
j-- .ft
4>/& Hz* \
'P a P  p J e E
El
x --!>* , 
e  i d j
1
Pr
X
f o-o
^ e l  d?i 
e i  d*i
€>/
rC>~ l J  m
(3-34a)
(3-34b)
V
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and in general
a 71c
a -r>
o
ft U !
y' iae r o
YA RrV f
d
€p>Vz
r f%r ,i'/3
1 ! AA'i /'-x!;
■ J0
(3-34c)
(3-35)
Be = / (3--36a).
& i = 8.fi, (3--36b )
Ba = 3 1 Hi — (3--36c)
Si -
O /I <£■* / /'*'.*£ L>',■ '
 ^ *3 / " O * - ? (3--36d)
ind
/?/
iWv-S /V£
i
•f /
sJ/ t
00 ,,3  P  /  ! /„ s
e  i d'ri
va i.
2t3!"- k:!
(3-36e)
(3~37a)
nz
] 2 6 ^  d'fj
•Jo C
#'7 d?j
( i ) (3-37t
s e ^ d j
r  e f d t
f(^3)
7 7 7 o (3-37c)
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and in general
j  f e r t j  r ( m
A, (3-37d)
e ? d r [  r  C/3)
Combining Equations (3-36) and (3-37), the first four
values of B ^ ’s are found to be
B0 = I
Bx = 0.5044
b2 = 0.0677
B0 = -0.04613
The absolute magnitude of B^'s seems to be 
decreasing. For the numerical evaluation to be discussed 
later, only three terms will be required to give the 
desired accuracy.
The local Nusselt number is defined as
A!uz m  — M  = - I f ) *  e  . = - / i l h  (3-38)
i(T'-Tw) ( T*-T„ ) b y V .  13 '
From Equation (3-17), (3-25) and (3-35), one has
ft <pl/*
'/3
=  0-39)
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can be obtained by combining Equations
(3-19) and (3-34), giving
with ]
The average Nusseit number is found to be
(3-40)
Nu,
Nuz Jz*
avg — (3-41)
0
Equation (3-40) and (3-41) provide the basis for
computing the Nusseit number. These expressions are given 
in terms of parameter X defined by Equation (3-35)•
The magnitude of X is dependent on the physical properties 
of the fluid (Prandtl number), the flow condition 
(Reynolds number) and the shearing stress function
cp>'/3'
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CHAPTER IV
ENTRANCE HEAT TRANSFER SOLUTION FOR NEWTONIAN FLUID
Although the purpose of this investigation 
is to study the entrance heat transfer problem for 
non-Newtonian fluid, the asymptotic solution obtained 
in the previous chapter is a general solution and 
applicable to both Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid.
For completeness, the case of Newtonian fluid will be 
studied first. Furthermore this enables a comparison 
between the asymptotic solution and the numerical results, 
obtained earlier by Goldberg (6).
From Equations (3-40) and (3-41), the 
Nusseit number Is found to be an unique function of 
the parameter X which In turn, is defined by Equation (3-35). 
The task now is.to evaluate X in terms of the developing 
velocity data which was obtained by Langhaar (9).
From Equations (3-35) and. (3-16) one has
L Jo
23
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f z
1/3, J/3 p
Vz
yd /z dz* 1
d/3
P r
Vs
P
Vz
16
’ ' {j ' V - ' A i
(4-1)
where p is given as
t - (4-2)
The developing velocity profile obtained by 
Langhaar (9 ) expressed in terms of present nomenclature 
is given as
(4-3)
where X  is a parameter dependent upon the dimensionless 
longitudinal distance . Differentiating Equation (4-3)
and substituting into Equation (3-9) gives
b =  rii(r)
iz(r)
Langhaar’s results give 3 as a function of 
the longitudinal distance, . Combining this
information with Equation (4-1), one can evaluate X 
in terms of the two parameters, and Pr. The
(4-4)
relationship of X
(Pr/9)
T/3 vs* r Re is given in Table 3^
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Xas well as Fig. With the relationship of -------pw
z (Pr/9)
vs. yr-f;--- established, one can evaluate the local R.Re ■ 3
Nusseit number from Equation (3-4-0) and similarly for 
average Nusseit number, from Equation (3-4-1). These v 
results are given in Tables 5 and J, and Pigs. 4-a 
and 5-a.
Y 2
In the evaluation of ----------vs. from
(Pr/9) ' R*Re
Equation (3-35) some uncertainty was encountered for
small values of since p -> cO as —> 0 and
graphical integration for the integral
2
£'/2e i/0 n .
I3 4 * * )  ( 4 - 5 )
becomes unreliable. This difficulty was overcome by 
the following consideration:
The flow behavior in the immediate region 
after its entry point should be approximated by the 
flat plate problem. The flat plate solution is known 
to be (12),
B = (a Vz\ = 0-332 „ _
' U y V .  ( z \'/z ( 6)
Pig. 2 gives the plot of p vs. p-ffg- based 
on Equations (4-2) and (4-3). It can be seen that 
Langhaar*s results appear to be approaching asymptotically 
to those from Equation (4-3) with the exception of the 
first point. It is suspected that there might be some
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSORI '~\C\ f
i^Ob
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error in its evaluation and consequently this point was 
oraittecl. and Langhaar * s results were extrapolated to be 
asymptotically approaching the flat plate solution.
From the result of Fig. 2, values of X were evaluated
as functions of Pr and . This is shown in Fig. 3.1».« a
a -6
In all cases, values of range from 5 x 10 to
-11 x 10 where the flow is almost fully developed.
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CHAPTER V
ENTRANCE HEAT TRANSFER FOR NON-NEWTONIAN FLUID 
Development of Velocity Profile 
As shown in Chapter III, the heat transfer 
information as expressed in terms of Nusseit number 
can be obtained directly from Equations (3-40) and 
(3-41) provided the developing velocity information is 
available. For a power-1aw non-Newtonian fluid flowing 
in a circular conduit,, w a  developing velocity problem 
was first solved by Bogus ( 4 / using ucuentum integral 
method with a secona nngvvo polynomial a velocity
approximation, A1 thong-: Rogue's work ecu n... be used
for evaluating heat transfer information, It is felt 
that more accurate information on velocity development 
can be obtained If more terms are used In the velocity 
expression. Consequently the developing velocity 
profile is re-calculated. This is shown as follows.
For a constant-property fluid in the entrance 
region of a circular conduit, the equation of motion and 
continuity equation are given as
27
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1/ —  +  
Vy dr +
I/  d Vz 
VzT z
± d P
p az pr dr ( r r rz) (5-D
dVz , Vr , d Vr
F  7  7 F
(5-2)
outside boundary layer, one can write
I dP 
p d l
(5-3)
Combining Equation (5-1) and. (5-3) gives
1/  dVz , 1/  d Vz
V' W  + K21 T u 7 T ~ J r * r (rT’2'>
(5-4)
multiplying Equation (5-4) by r and integrating from 
r = R to r = R -S, one has
r z-s
J i V r ^ p - J r  + dr ,X, J
rZ-6
^ iii y j r 
Z dz
fl
z-s
JR.
{*.-s
u J M - r d r - ^ y t r p p )dz 
v M  yJir
cLZ r & 'Vrz j J (5-5)
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also from the equation of continuity, we have
'Z-&
K. 
tt-S
< y * > L  =  - f
JfL
IR-5
Boundary Conditions:
Vz . 0 
vz * u
P z
W
o
at
at
at
The first term of Equation (5-5) can be written as
(5-6)
(5-7)
(5-8)
(5-9)
cK-S
rVr ^ - d r  =  rV, yz
./t-i
K>£(rV,)Jr
-  U(rV r ) , : s + j  V i r j & J r
&
,R-& ,H-i
- - " J .  # - ' ’ * /  •‘ ' J r - "
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so Equation (5-5) can be written as
JZ-8
- U
JR
rdy
b z
R-S
(  Vz*) r d r
or
fR-S
I
fK.-9
iV I tn  ~rr I ( u-
Jp
&) r  d r  +  M - \  y2 r c t r  +  U  I r  d r
't-6
I T  I "  j n
*>. '*• 
R.-S
J E  ( tf) r  d r
b z
 £ T, 2
^  1 Z \R.
or
r R.-8 rR~S
£ J ( o - V ' )  y d r  + J £[l4(0-K)] r d r
r £ T vz (5-10)
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It is permissible to interchange the integral
and the differential operator since the term V_(U - V )z z
vanishes for both upper and lower limits. Also for 
fluids obeying the power-law model, the shear stress 
tensor X  and the rate of strain tensor A  are related 
to be
using boundary layer simplification for cylindrical 
coordinates, one can show that
Ty Z = -M b Vz by
bVz
by
or Equation (5-lQ becomes
d l
dz
rR-S R-S
( U - V z )  U r  f - j f c / vt l U - V z ) r d r
Jr.
M / zr (  bVz\ P 1 /  bVz\1 br 41 wri* (5-11)
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A polynomial of the fourth degree is assumed 
for the velocity distribution inside the boundary 
layer. The form of this distribution is written
by compatibility conditions which are given by 
Equations (5-7) to (5-9 ). Equation (5-12) is automatically 
satisfied by Equation (5-7). Two more conditions are 
required to determine uniquely the values of Cp C2, 
and
For a fully developed flow, the velocity 
profile is given as
as
where y = R - r (5-13)
The coefficients Cp C2, and can be determined
U [' ■ li)} ' " (t ) n (5-14)
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The assumed velocity expression, Equation (5-12) 
should take the form of Equation (5-14) when S = R„
Thus the coefficients d, can be determined for n = 1,
1/2 and 1/3„ Appendix A. I gives a sample calculation 
for the determination of the coefficients Ch by 
matching Equation (5-12; with Equation (5-14),
For values of u lover than 1/3* Ecuation (5-12) 
cannot be nmvvhod vhth Equation (5-14) since .is is 
obvious that esse cannot make a polynomial expression of 
lower degree to bo identical with one of higher degree. 
Determination of the coefficients Ci are to be made with 
the following requirements;
(1) The total volumetric flow rate across 
the fim.iy developed section as 
calculated by the approximate velocity 
expression should bo the same as that 
calculated by the exact one [Equation (5-14 )]. 
This gives
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(2) The kinetic energy of the fluid
crossing the fully developed section
as determined by the approximate and
exact expressions should be equal,'
i.e.:
)
\ y ot'f
Hance Equations {5-8)5, (5 -S)* (3-15) and 
(5-16) complete the necessary conditions for the 
determination of the coefficients in the assuage,, 
velocity distribution Equation (5-l2}0 
Prom Equation (5 -8) Ch, -i- C0 t = 1
Prom Equation (5-3) Ch, ■+■ 20o + 3Cq + 4ci( = 0
C-v 0o C-j Ch
Prom Equation (5-15) -f~ + ^
2n
= - TT~3n
f
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t f f r *
(5-16)
(5-17)
(5-18)
From Equation (5-16) + C^2^ )  + C32(^)
- °l\~Wj q ) + cic2 ^  + C1C3 (^
1 <■.. 1 _ 2n  n
Appendix A,=2 givex a sample calx..,::.vcacn For tie
(5-2 0)
determination of Cf by Equations (5-17) to (5-20 }„ It
should be noted that the above equations fail be determine
C. for n ~ 0o10655^ because the fourth power polynomial
approximation of the velocity distribution is no longer
sufficient to d>scribe the flow behavior0
Numerical values of C.t for various values of
the flow behavior index (n) are given in Table 1.
VB
A comparison between the assumed cvvcvesslon for -~ 
at fully developed condition and that of the sxact, 
for various values of the flow behavior index (n) is 
shown in Fig, 7,
It has been shown that the fully developed 
velocity distribution is given as
U 1 + °>n
U 1 + n
where h vc the average
velocity of the fluid
Therefore
(5-21)
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te velocity expression
V r.
The results of are plotted In F±g„ 8
U
Equation (5-12) Is substituted Into the momentum 
Integral equation Equation (5-11), and after Integration,
"lU { * Tip c ~f~  < /\, j LJ i\j <> JJ ;cz LZSz 'j + j ; ( f C s {fjZ 3  -K 4U z5z)
A/fip r na/ j / J Ch/ cf (5-22)
o . ~
(5-23)
~L
J
(5-24)
ci Cp
2 b
0, C- '-'p
3
Ch
c, c.^ ? '4 u '-Vi
(5-25)
C. Cp 
_ , i  p .   T .
3 ' 4
o . . " - '9
6
2
ri
U p
O
O,
:er
> n r
- V-U - !  S./ C-. 0o 20-, Cl. 2C0C,;.o
D
r\
2 ^ (3-26)
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The non-Newtonian fluid enters the tube at
a uniform velocity (U*,). As the fluid moves along the 
tube, the fluid within the velocity boundary layer 
near the wall is retarded due to the viscous effect, v 
while the fluid in the core will be accelerated from 
the initial uniform velocity to a final velocity 
which is attained when the two boundary layers meet 
at the centre line. This continuity requirement can 
be expressed as
(5-27)
or
k.,u /zs - K-zUz1 (5-28)
Let
(5-29)
then
(5-30)
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or
o
!Z
~o
I-"
i(-z
Z K-£( /----
i f { i H J (5-31)
jL . fW  U
~Z = e (5-32)
/w r  , a  : ' :  r r i
Subetxtur. . aquations (5-30) and (qb-jl) into Equation (5-22)
Cil 2 0. C.* c3. .j,.’vO’ y 0  d-i v  Or i.t3 dyqjOu. 'tv n,.u Ox j. £
' f 7 f( U '
. n*~ is■ <v 'W
Kn>
t
Al
i . . . ZiCz f . 7 \"tJ -Jjl)
/u. £T J IC f K V  }Ay
. /t
O
(5-34)
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n r;V  '  “  \ /  /W  «/• \!-h
'V
w
-2/Le
k?~
(
( K ^ T  Z
U''
17V
{
i
. k\
U  (JL
2
M i
JCz
• / -
j\^4.
Z/c.z -8
/w
U v \i +
Z/C&
k*
(/- -rp) /T
KX,
fcz
4~
<■ < 
y ~V#/c/ ( / •
_/
IT
! ^  
L A3
+
JQ
X
J iz
j W
d (
z 9192 u
-11
M
M
7
£,■ ftzji
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(5-35)
(5-36) 
(5-37)
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then Equation (5-35) becones
_ t/’ r Asj
\
r r
L'"J'
+ M (' - M f* ---------- j
U" Cf Kz
U (/ KK K4kf Ka
K  Kz Kl Kz
+  j k . + *
ZiC
O' V f | E  _zja 11_ J_.\ 
V  'r : K u*i
iX~ Z  ^  ’
is , i’C-:- K
Aj -r
K,
+
I i l l  , h i l l  iv
i i (
£  I I + E Z k  ( / - * /L/
AJ K ?  u
K)
Kz U
~ d'£ (5-38)
Equation (5-38) was integrated numerically •
oven the interval i2" - 0 and 18" - 1' to if" = fully 
developed value, i.e. S iv = i. Appendix B gives a 
sample calculation. Table 2 gives the results of 
IT" and gf" as a function of Z~" for n = 1/4. .1/2 and 3/4; 
those are also presented graphically in Pig. 3 and Pig. 10.
In the neighbourhood of the entrance section,
Z~~ - 0 and If" = 1, Equation (5-38) is Integrated to be
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 /_ V U  / K, 'rl
n + Z  . S / u U c t f\*j —
r /
/•f 71
z -*■
(5-39)
3eAt the fully developed section,, S  M = 1, 
Equation (5-33) becomes
U
1
d
Hoe;:;; Runn3 for Results
(5-40)
. u  u ~  1 In the case where Newtonian fluid 
was Involved the Kusselt number may be obtained as
yA
1 e d i
-j>ss—  ---  { Q &  — Q l  -j- Jz!2*- y JtJL
- e 7 dv X x2 x 3
(5-41)
vouch Byls given by Equation (3-36) and X defined as In
x
Equation (4 _ i )0 However for non-Newtonian solution 
the developing velocity profile found In the first part 
cf this chapter is used* Recalling that (3 bjr definition if
*Vz
of.
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By transforming the assumed velocity profile into dimensionless 
quantities and differentiating it is found that
Thus |3 Is determined for the range of values computed
and tabulated in Appendix p and may be substituted
Into Equation (5-41) to determine the local Nusselt
number by numerical integration. The first value of p
to be evaluated by Equation (5-42 ' using the results
-5In Table 2 correspond..) ro a varus or p. 929 x 10 for
tends to sere turn once again a problem for ca computation 
of the Integral
regions after entry point of the fluid/ one may make
differential equation (5-38)-may then be reduced to 
the following form; (See Appendix C for actual 
iianipulatioru )
(5-42)
a found to approach infinity as
z
Is encountered.
In order to find values of p for the immediate
the approximation that - 1 for very small 2*. The
(5-43)
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P M i  * * £  I ± \  +
\ Kf) I 14XlicJ{\Z Kz K t  kt 1
( J£± - _L) -f Jk (k  + K ± P \  + l ( h + K±S\ ] 
x2 K z  z )  Kz \  Kz )  & I K * ) \  J
(5-44)
Integration of Equation (5-43) gives
i'i *TJ .4- /  •*,* 1 / <J,
(U~- /)" . U z l  z “ (5-45)p
for very n.uii values of Sf the dimensionless quantity s
„ S I*C! U; tx, C \J. & 0s
U'* ~ i (5-46)
By combining Equation (5-45) with (5-46) and substituting 
Into ( 6-42),;, and expression for p> for small values of 
Z'JV is
/
6 =  Z* n'H (5-47)
I \ n - f i j
f M-fZe  ^ Z ^
444 integral j {3* ct (j&Rp)
Jo
b e  intograted directly f r o m  zero to very s m a l l  value 
pl~~ an4 by further numerical integration using 
P s o i l5 s Rule to the point where flow is almost fully
o.e v m o o e u
With the relationship of X vs. 4^L_. established
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for values of flow behavior index "n" of 1/4, 1/2,
3/4, numerical values of Nu were obtained from 
Equation (5-4l). Figs* 4-b, 4-c, 4--d, give the local
Nu^ as a function of B"4rf f ‘ o r  n = 1/4, l/2, 3/4
X t  -a «* fc*"**
respectively with Pr as parameter,, The Prandtl number
ranges from 5 to 2000
The average Nu is found, to bec’Yg
Z‘>
Nu„, _  X Nu* dz ,5 .
f V r
jQ
3 c^  give the average Nusselt number
,3 fun colon of for n = 1/4, .1/2, 3/4 respectively
m  as parameter „
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR LIBRARY
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The asymptotic solution of laminar convective 
heat transfer, In the entrance region of a circular 
conduit where velocity and temperature profiles are 
developing simultaneously, has been obtained.. Numerical 
values of local and average Nusselt numbers as functions 
of Prandul number and dlmensionless distance have been 
evaluate a and presented in graphical forms*
It is interesting to compare the results 
obtained, from this work with those given by reference 
(5 ). Such a. comparison was made in Pig. 6 for fluids 
with Pr = 5. They are shown to be reasonably close to 
each other with the results from the present work 
riving a higher value of Nu„ for lower values of
r,v
w~T"-“ while the opposite trend being observed for4. <i> .t '■
higher values of . It may be argued that becauseh»x i.e
of vie omission of the convection term
vr  3 r
the results of references ( 1 ) and (13) are less 
accurate for small values of , On the other hand,
the approximation of velocity profile within the 
thermal boundary layer- by a linear expression [Equation (3-
45
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and the simplification Involved In obtaining Equation (3-18) 
from Equation (3-15) are less justifiable when the thermal 
boundary layer thickness becomes significant.
The non-Newtonian fluids studied In this 
work ware those of the pseudoplastic type obeying the 
"power law". By observation from Pig. 4 and 5 ,
It may be concluded, that rcr a fixed value of 
the Nusselt number increases with increasing Prandtl 
number, but decreases with Increasing "n". for each 
Prandtl number a relationship between ZA and Nu was 
obtained in she form Nu - bZ^ , with "a" and !tb" 
constants, by approximating each curve by two straight 
linos. One line approximates the curve for the 
region Zf'> 1.5 x 10"’“’ while the other for the region
s b : _  _
Z"'"<1.5 x 10 ~h These results may be found In Tables 9-a 
ana 9-b.
It should be remembered that the present 
solution I;, an asymptotic one for large Prandtl numbers, 
for tuui application of the present result, the values 
of Pr of the fluid has to be reasonably high in order 
to satiety the assumptions made in this work and ensure 
the convergence of Equation (3-40). It is speculated 
that the solution given In this work cannot be applied 
to cases of Pr < 5 without Incurring large error. The
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approximate method of solution employed here offers 
the distinct advantage of being much less difficult 
than the time consuming and laborious exact method. 
No effort is made to compare the theoretical results 
with those obtained by experimental work, since no 
such findings have ever been published.'
>
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(M), 1en C—  *
hosi’i-J 0 * 00 Aj
V 0 c
T->Q X>,
c0 ,
Equation numbers given after description refer
to equations in which the symbols are first used or
thoroughly defined, Dimensions are given in terms of
(L), time (t), and temperature (T).
= coefficients defined by Equation (3-37).
= coefficients defined by Equation (3-36),
= coefficients of the polynomial expression
for velocity distribution, Equation (5-12).
2/2d ~ heat capacity at constant pressure, L /t T0
P
g = heat fluXo
h = heat transfer coefficient, or Increment.
/ x . —n \ -i  ^ th ^i„ xi = x • j iix) when c. is the n order n v / n ' / n
Bessel function.
K-^ = constant, Equation (5-23).
K.0 = constant, Equation (5-24).th
* constant, Equation (5-25).
= constant, Equation (5-26).
O
k = thermal conductivity, ML/t“*T0 
M = consistency index. Equation (1-3).
Nu - the local Nusselt number, Equation (3-40). 
Nu = the alienage Nusselt number, Equation (3-41)
49
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n = flow behavior index, Equation (1-3). 
p = fluid pressure, M/Lt^.
Pr = the Prandtl number defined as
C /k for Newtonian fluid.
P
= the Prandtl number defined as
(C pDU)/kRed for non-Newtonian fluid*
Re = the Reynolds rinjr.be r defined.as UpR/ja
Re^ = the Reynolds number defined as
V*. • -y-,
pDiJU /fa.
-- radius of pipe, L.
-yo /d ! - f  f  <"S 4 -  T
u . i  c ~ . . u  u j . j j
-!~
r' = dimension (..ess radial distance defined
by Equation (3-5).
T = temperature of fluid, T.
T = initial temperature of fluid, T. o
T„, = temperature of wall, T.
v\'
~bT = dimensionless temperature defined 
by Equation (3-8).
, I-, ' .». *,T15t'.. = functions related to T+ by Equation (3-l8)0
- a  X\,
u = dimensionless variable defined by 
Equation (3-17).
U = velocity of fluid in the core, L/t.
U = average velocity of fluid, L/t. 
tf^  - dimensionless velocity component 
defined by Equation (5-29).
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U = velocity of fluid at entrance point, L/tc 
Vr = radial component of velocity, L/t.
Y? = z-component of velocity, L/t.
V 1" = dimensionless velocity defined by 
Equation (3-7). 
y = dimensionless distance defined by 
Equation (3-5).
X = dimensionless parameter defined by 
Equation (3-35). 
z =» longitudinal distance, L. 
z+ »-• diinsionless longitudinal distance 
defined by Equation (3-6).
77' ~ dimensionless ci.stance defined by 
2/R,Rs^
<x = k/pC.0, thermal diffusivity. L^/t.
p = dimensionless parameter defined by 
Equation (3-9). 
y = a parameter appearing in Equation (4-3).
S = velocity boundary layer thickness, L.
S" = S/R, dimensionless velocity boundary 
1ayer thickness. 
r (x) = gamraa function, 
p = density, m/L^,
7j = dimensionless variable defined by 
Equation (3-25).
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© = parameter defined by Equation (3-16).
J = dimensionless variable defined by 
Equation (3-29)<> 
ji - viscosity of fluid, M/Lt.
✓jr = parameter in Bingham model, Equation (l-l).
y - kinematic viscosity of fluid0 
iiQ = parameter in Bingham model, Equation (l-l).
T rz  - shear stress exerted in the z-direction
ant perpendicul ar to the r-direction.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR DETERMINATION OF COEFFICIENTS
IN EQUATION (5-12)
1. By matching Equation (5-12) with Equation (5-14) 
Equation (5-12) Is given as
\/ nl/ 'ii z if A
* 2 = 0  (-L) + Q  f a t  + c  U - A  4 r, / i
11 O 1 '  \  - V  /  V o  /
X X  li 1 /  kX au,M,Qcl V-V, ^ J. j X -Z C-X . O.X o O
14 , "fy3
E  =  > X ~ t )
'Us. I / ' t a O
Comparing with Equation (5-12), we have
c1 - 3
n
~~ ~0
c3 - 1
CA = 0
53
(A-l)
(A-2)
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2. By Equations (9-I7 } to (5-20), Equations (5-17), 
(5-18) and (5-19) can be rearranged to the form
C-, + 0o + Cq = 1 — Gi,1 2 3 “i-
(A-3)
C-, + 2C0 + 30, = -4 c., (A-4)
j- 2 3 .
C-i C0
3 6" ‘ 10
One can obt
of Cs, ar:d ; :
1 - " 15
(A-5)
stone for C-,, 0o and CQ In terms
'1* "2 w3
k titten as follows;
(A-6)
•11 + 4 Onl + 3o 4 (A-7)
5 - U l A 3 u4 (A-8)
Substitution of Equations (A -6), (A-7) and (A-8) 
into (5-19) gives 4 , In terms of "n";
3780
aJ
(252'^
1
T84o
65 , 5n
WlTo ^ 21(1 + 3nJ
5 On2
21(1 + 3n);
n
4n + 2 (A-9)
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Therefore,, once the value of i!n" is chosen, 
is first obtained by Equation (A-9), then C^ , C, 
and can be found, by Equations. (A-6), (A-7) 
and (A-8)«
For example, if n = 1/4, vie have
04 = 3780 | (- j|g-) J- I e W  * bH
,  9 ^C ( C-f) I p!' ; I, J \ c .0. ; 3IJ V . I__  _■ “
- V .75)'
y'O
u = 5 _ |£L2|i - 1(-2,35896) = 7.64709
J) 1 ~ •{ 3 J
°2 - -11 + I2/ ! ? ?  + §(-2.35896) - -9.21731
c = 7 - M -.25.I _ i(-2.35896) = 4.92917
1 JL » # f ^
(A-10)
(A-11)
(A-12)
(A-13)
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APPENDIX B
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF EQUATION (5-38)
SsniplG ca.Icumt xon is os, see. on n — 1 /4y 
and Equation (5-38) becomes
9Z;fc _ 0.340421'
- T tA'1
cjU
(i -• j i - 1.775061 (:
Ai
1/4
0.928311 U3
0.849799 + 0.271287 IT
.A
1 - 1.7750c
ir
a I
OUb.i.
u
(B-1)
The solution Is required over the interval IT = 1 to
U'v ~ fully developed value which is 1.4000 by Equation (5-40)
given that = 1 at Z'’v - 0. Simpson's rule may be
:x Hfiz /TT 3£\ , h  ,73f.! /.T 3cv , ./TT 3£\) = z (u0 ) + o z (U0 ) + 4z (t^ )o o
+ Z*'(U *) (B-2)
no
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR U B R M
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From the method of Clippenger and Dimsdale ( 8 )
| Z ^ U ^ )  + Z^Ug*) + ^
z" (u2j‘) (b -:
wrier e
Z-(u/) = value of ZX when is equal to U/£
-V f . 4?v fi r7'il 4£ 4f
Z" (U.'“) =» value of wnen U' Is equal to U.
' 1  - v i  1
h - increment of
The first few results of Squfi'cie-1 i:b - 1)
are given In Table B.l where h is chosen to C4v 0.01.
Table .l Partial Solution of Equation
Hi-..- z3£
oo3 0 0
1.01 .0555643 3.13620 X
-4
10
1.02 .0681703 9.68092 X
l 0 -4
1* 03 .0777347 1.69872 X io“3
The computing procedures are:
Equation (B-l), find at IT15 = 1,0, 1.01, 1.02,, . r-xdJ
J)
etc.
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d 7^ vThe value of h±L-. at IT" = l.GQ Is 0
dU*
at tr- = 1.01 is 0.055564
at IT = 1.02 is 0.068170
2„ Use Equation (B-2) to find. Z*{1.02), which is 
9.6809 x 10~\ Values for Z3e(1.04), Z*(1.06),
ZK ( 1.08)..... . . . are fpund In the
same manner.
3. To find Z"'-{I„G1), Equation (B-5) Is applied in 
conjunction with the results obtained from 
Equation (B-l) and Equation (B-2)„ m
Fru;i Equation (B-l) the value ZJ* (U"") - 0
Z'"1 (u2x ) - c,068l70
Prom Equation (B-2), Z'3£(U0®) = 0 and ZX (U2") =
9 .>6809 x 10"4o Thus Z^U,^) can be obtained and. is,
_2i
by Equation (B-3), found to be 3.13620 x 10“ .
Values for 2^(1.03), Z*(l.05), Z3£(1.07)...........,
are found in like manner.
Actual computation was carried out by an LGP-30 
digital computer. The results are tabulated in 
Table 2 and presented, graphically In Pig. 9 and 
Pig. 10.
>
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APPENDIX C
SOLUTION OP EQUATION (5-38) FOR VERY SMALL VALUES OP Z* 
Equation (5-38) may he written as follows:
K. n 1 1 -
2K0 
1 + — £{1 _ i_)
Ai Ki U J
n.
Tt*,i KiKs V i
u \o 5
K,
K22 K2
)
4- u!i----
+ [£K2 2
1) + K1
AS
2K2 /1 + — §(l
K1
+
2h ,  1
1 + - 4 ( 1  - iw )
Kj U
k3 k4- 
+
2
dU■35
u35n
d(
z
RppHu2™h")
M
For very small Z* then 
Thus Equation (C-l) may he reduced, to 
n Tr 2
K.
(C-l)
1
kiKs iV i - k k i_ H h
      ) + v )
c " ( - o V 5  L v'2 h  -k. Kg' T Kg'“3 Kr
2Kr
1 - 1 + — #(1 - ~ )
K u* J
dU^
dZ.35 (C-2)
59
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PDPOximatlng the term
1
Aj
23<2,I
 ^
K,
(I hi X
X r
*)
In Equation (C-2) by
hen Equation (C-2} ! o  -v/ 2 / ,
■<tr
I
1.
TC
/^ 3 
2 V%
+
1\ ^ -3) be corn
m-1
1'
(c-4)
(o-5)
(c-6)
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APPENDIX D
SAMPLE CALCULATION OP LOCAL NUSSELT NUMBER 
FOR N ON -NEWTON IAN FLUID
In order to find Nu,, at a cei’tain value of
r  m .Af I “! U ■
Z0", Integral ; ellr/T mu at be determined first,
' - /; -
where 2-,'" I a a very small value.
ivura Equation (f~67) one can obtain
Thus for a very small value of zr the integral
-15
may bo determined by direct integration to .
To evaluate the Integral at 2,-7"' where 20 >Z-,J‘ then
ez. d  X
graphical Integration Is employed using values of (3 
obtained from the developing velocity profile data 
presented in Table 2.
For exaiaole if n = 1/2 then by Equation (D-l)
,  a ,  -l/3
i/I-- - 1,0662 Zi" and Integration of ; ($/zdz*
from -• 0 to Z^' = 10™° gives value of 20y. f x 10 *T.
Da
'bom a . , ;. is to be determined at Z0 " then the Integral
V' t ^
j «  p /2l z Jr  f  j ^ d z i  =  2 . J Z 7 X ! 0 * +  (  “f f t d Z
J» -i J,d6 J/0-&
must be evaluated.
61
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(** t *The Integral i p dz Is found by graphical
I -4 ‘O/o
integration*■ The figure below shows a schematic diagram
of 61/2
1/2 1/2
10 z
:V i It-' /.' '■ ?wl TOA’». ti u 3
ph^  iv-afore,
rz*
D-l Schematic Diagram of p1/2 V o
-6
/■ x *  C*H
f-r\ -> \
Z - 10 ~')
The width of the shaded section should be kept small
iough to give a good approximation,
acr
If Z2 = 10”*'% then one can by taking small 
s of Z3*, Integrate graphically to find
tlh i
S p *  dz* 1.7775 x  10
-to
4dZ = 2.9270 x 10"+ + 1,7775 * 10 -3
= 20.702 x 10 ‘ where Z =
-h. i
29.277 x 10 ' where Z R. Re
d
R
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-K£ _4
Now the Nur may be evaluated at Z" = 10 . If Pr = 5 •
Is chosen then the parameter X given by Equation (4-1) 
may be calculated to be
1/3
X = (/•) ,   _F_ = 64.3534
y (29.277 x 10 r)
and Nu = 71.5008 by Equation (3-40).*2
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FIGURES
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Table 1
The Coefficients C. for Velocity Profile
j.
n cl C2 C3 °4
1.00000 2.00000 -1.00000 0 0
0.80000 2.23813 ~i.30832 -0.09776 0.16795
0/75000 2.32052 -1s 46875 -0.06406 0.19229
0.60000 2.65803 -2.16727 0.3204? 0.16778
0.50000 55 TO -'’j, O', 17 - 'i. Oeuoo 1.00000 0
oooo
■»
o
5.. 50/58 _4  ^ 5.4 6c 9 2.37124 -0.43183
0.areeo 0 „00000 "■ O . v O ’JU*. > 4.00000 -1.QOuOO
0.20000 5.79192 -12.4595s 11.54342 -3.87575
0.10655 10.38180 -32.77036 38.38518 -15.00000
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR LIBRARY
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Table 2
Dimensionless Velocity (if1") and DIraensionless Velocity
Boundary Layer Thickness (S35) as Function of 
Dimensionless Distance (Z )
For n = jf
0.00000000 i.00 0.00000000
0.00005929 1.02 0.03290695
0.00020804 1.04 0.06503524
0.00043676 i. 06 0.09642303
0.0007436b « O CO 0.12710593
0.00112855 1.10 0.15711740
0.00159165 1.12 0.18648890
0,. 00213347 1.14 0.21524997
0.00275453 0 1 C. .1. $ O 0.24342844
0.00345535 1.18 0.27105056
0.00423637 1.20 0.29814111
0.00509757 1.22 0.32472352
0o00604047 1.24 0.35081997
0.00706409 1.26 0.37645146
0.00816902 1.28 0.40163791
0.00935532 1.30 0.42639825
0.01062305 1.32 0.45075048
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Table
PCM
2 (cont! 
3- n = J
d)
U 5£ ^ 3£
5
0.01197215 1.34 0.47471172
0.01340256 1.36 0.49829833
0.01491413 1.38 0,52152580
0.01650668 1.40 0.54440910
0.01817998 ' 1.42 0.56696241
0.01993376 10 44 0.58919936
0.02176773 1.46 0.61113297
0.02308153 1.48 0.63277584
0.02567465 1,50 0.65413994
0.02779724 1.52 0.67523687
0.02989830 1 P'ii — • > 0.69607779
0.03212758 1,56 0.71667346
0.03443464 1.58 0.73703423
0.03681896 1.60 0.75717019
0.03928007 1.62 0.77709104
0,04181743 1.64 0.79680620
0.04443050 1.66 0.81632488
0.04711874 1.68 0.83565595
0.04988157
O0i—1 0.85480811
0.05271841 1.72 0.87378982
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Table 2 (coat5 d) 
For n - tj-
c
dt-7 - * S
0.05562866 1.74 0.89260934
0.05861171 1.76 0.91127484
0.06166955 1.78 0.92979424
0.06479372 1.80 0.94817539
0.06799137 ' 1.82 0.96642596
0.07125925 1.84 0.98455361
0.07411692 1.857 0.99999505
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Table 2 (cont 1 d)
For 1n = 2
r73E«f£ IT •sS
0.00000000 1.00 0.00000000
0.00023198 1.02 0.03952822
0.000698x8 1 nh 0.07814939
0.00133372 1.06 0.11589381
0.00212294 1.08 0.15281887
0.00305833 i».10 0.18895930
0.0031355:. 1.12 0.22935251
v-:.  ^ a i 1.19 0.25903370
: r'n£rrr)?^Q!i 1.16 0.29303606
0.00819552 1.18 0.32639093
0.00982001 1.20 0.35912788
0.01157836 1 OO -l» cLc. 0.39127991
0.01336974 1.29 0.42285863
0.01539338 1.26 0.45390417
0.01763852 1.28 0.48443550
0.01993342 1.30 0.51447540
0.02235035 1.32 0.54404554
0.02389557 1.39 0.57316661
0.02756931 1.36 0.60185841
0.03037080 1.38 0.63013981
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Table 2 (cont'd.)
For n = |
3E
Li
.4/c 3£
S
0.03329926 .1.40 0.65802891
0.03635386 3 _ itp 0.68554310
0.0395337 a 1.44 0.71269902
0. 0-'; 2838"i C i.. 46 0.73951272
0.76599966
0.04931689 .  j\J 0.79217476
0.05348939 1.52 0.81805238
0.05728277 1.54 0.84364651
0.06119606 1.56 0.86897064
0.06522830 1.58 0.89403788
0.06937849 1.60 0.91886104
0.07364562 1.62 0.94345257
0.07802865 1.64 0.96782462
0.08252651 1.66 0.99198912
0.08406192 1.667 1.00003453
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Table 2 (cont'd)
1l-i-or n = 77
T
3E
Z
:fc
u -3Es
0.00000000 1.00 0.00000000
0.00096809 1.02 0.05892007
0.00251835 1.04 0.11658444
0.00438575 1.06 0.17305892
0.00652720 1.08 0.22840543
0.008ogi33 1.10 0.28268220
c. 01 23 "j 0.33594422
0.01442506 1.14 0.33824341
0.01751921 1.16 0.43962898
0.02083492 1.18 0.49014757
0.02436827 1.20 0.53984354
0.02811589 1.22 0.58875903
0.03207479 1.24 0.63693437
0.03624224 1.26 0,68440798
0.04061565 1.28 0.73121670
0.04519261 1.30 0.77739594
0.04997072 1.32 0.82297970
0.05494768 1.34 0.86800076
0.06012119 1.36 0.91249081
0.06548896 1.38 0.95648052
0.07108870 1.40 1.00000077
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Table 3
l/2 YParameters 6 and as Function of Z
(Pr/9)
For Newtonian Fluid
7* a1/2 X
0.000005 12.170 341.000
0.000006 11.750 304.000
0.000008 J .  1.00c 255.000
0.000010 4  1 0  a.. 9 219.00c
0.000020 9.050 140.000
o.oooo4o 7.880 110.000
0.000060 7.280 90.800
0.000080 7.000 80.500
0.000100 6.720 72.600
0.000200 5.850 52.100
0.000400 5.100 37.500
0.000600 4.770 31.400
0.000800 4.530 27.600
0.001000 4.360 25.000
0.002000
060ro 18.400
0.004000 3.430 13.500
0.006000 3.220 11.300
0.008000 3.030 9.830
0.010000 2.970 9.040
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Table 3 (cont'd)
rlc
Z S31 / 2
(Pr/9)1/5
0.020000 2.650 6.66o
0.040000 2.390 4.930
0.060000 c . . c iO O 4.200
0.080000 2.190 3.720
0.100000 2.140 3.410
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TttVvie 4
1 /? T *
/  r-K-^P: c. e* THi i  rsr'i n P  *7Parameters 6+ and --   -r-/^ as Function of Z'
(Pr/9) /J
For Non-Newtonian Fluid 
For n -- 3/4
. , vr 1/2 X
(Pr/9)17^
0.0001 7.400 67.822
0.0002 6 .1 50 45..858
o.ooo4 5 - 200 32.030
0.0006 4.660 25.750
0.0008 4 .3 5 0 22.281
0.0010 00;—I 19.814
0.0020 3 .5 30 14.261
0.0040 u> 0 “~-3 0 10.349
0 .0060 2.840 8 .6 0 5
0.0080 2 .7 40 7.682
0.0100 2.620 6.917
0.0200 O jir7r\a .! 1 j 5.859
0.0300 2.262 4.408
0.0400 2.195 3.943
0 .0 500 2.148 3.620
0.0600 2.111 3.375
0 .0700 2.084 3.185
0.0741 2 .0 7 6 3.085
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Table 4 (cont’d)
For n = 1/4
z3£ *1/2
p
X
(Pr/9)1^
0.0001 22.000 106.900
0.0002 15.500 69.949
0.0004 11.700 48.508
0.0006 10.500 41.143
0.0008 9,750 36.539
0.0010 9.150 33.041
0.0020 7.100 22.662
0.0040 5.700 15.952
0.0060 4.950 12.779
o o o CO o 4.511 10.981
0.0100 4.228 9.825
0.0200 3.533 7.069
0.0300 3.142 5.740
0.0400 2.985 5.040
o.0500 2.812 4.562
0.0600 2.758 3.595
0.0700 2.632 3.082
0.0710 2.627 3.063
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Table
For
4 (cont’ c 
n = 1/2
0
2, pi/2 X
(Pr/9)1,73
0.0001 11.200 78.289'
0.0002 9.300 56.943
0.0004 7.500 39.832
0.0006 6.600 32.145
0.0008 5.080 . 27.877
A O'" A.  . .  ■ . J 5.710 24.915
. e^ao •  GbO 1 < i Q r \  J- { * "t'J'O
0.0040 3.900 12.405
0.0060 3.540 10.222
0.0080 3.320 8.940
0.0100 3.150 8.031
0.0200 2.751 5.895
0.0300 2.570 4. 959
0.0400 2.456 4.393
0.0500 2.380 a. Oil
0.600 2.326 3.731
0.0700 2.283 3.511
0.0800 2.248 3.331
0.0841 2.236 3.268
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Table 5
The Local Nusselt Number (Nu ) as Function of Dimensionless 
Distance (zA) and Prandtl Number (Pr)
For Newtonian Fluid
_ _  _
5 10 15 20 40 100
0,.000005 312.982 395 .843 451 .836 497,.752 626..521 850,.483
0.,000006 279.397 352..176 402..563 442..885 557,.100 758,. 660
0..000008 233.,471 296,.183 3314.627 372,.335 467,.510 636,,602
0..000010 206,151 259., 430 296., 43? 327..545 411,.528 559..342
0.,000020 142..481
. . ^. ,
205 . 4s 40 226..763 284..983 386..997
■0..000040 10c L 2? , 247 143.- ■. 160.471 202..313 274..752
0.. 000060 - 404,
ry : •.= i -‘.o- 116.. 0 74 L 132.,120 66.,605 226.275
0. 000060 ■ 1.0 / 92.4793 106,*V C i 1> 55'' 117., 076 14?.,636 ’ 200..552
0.000100 66,.293 83., 630 95..850 105..563 133.,087 180.,817
0. 0006 -j'J 47,.363 59.,862 68.,638 75.,571 95.,354 129.,599
0.0004-00 33..931 42.,938 49.,257 54.,240 68.,472 93.,125
0,000600 28,.333 35.,851 41.,139 45.,329 57.,246 77.,887
0.000800 24. 858 31.,453 36.,091 39.,773 50,,241 68.,393
G„ 001000 22. 502 28,.939 32., 642 35.,970 45.,460 61. 905
0.002000 16., 427 20..829 23., 851 26.,438 33., 263 45.,463
0„004 000 11.399 15.,122 17.,361 19.,159 24.,191 33. 142
0..006000 9., C/-:-" / 12,,570 14.,44o 15.943 20.,211 27., 665
0 0C6C00 8.984 10,,846 12.,511 13.,812 17.526 23. 963
C) 010000 7.770 c > •925 11. 447 12.,635 16.,075 21. 942
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Table 5 (cont1 a)
b .10 15 20 40 100
0.020000 5.597 7.175 8.295 9.167 11.724 16.077
0.040000 4,063 5,194 ca O
 
!—! 6.663 8.555 11.758
0.060000 3.970 . .• - ' V/**■ v. l 4'1 5.596 7.207 9.940
0.060000 3.891 3- ' { 0 (
0COCO• 6.308 8.727
0.100000 2.622 3.910 3.988 4.441 5.740 7.966
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Table 5
ITie Loc£il Nusselt Number (Nu. ) as Function of 
*£> * DImensionless
Distance (Z*) and prandtl Number (Pr)
F<or Non-Newt
For n
onian F 
= 3/4
luld
\
\
5 20 4o 100 150 200
0. 0001 61.866 98.545 124.294 168.878 193.432 212.965
0, 0002 41.645 O'u ,* n y n f- <-ycq ,, oo / 114.004 130.607 l h a Qt nJ-T •  W - > -  ■*-«
0 . 0004 28.919 1;./ 04 58 . 390 79.458 91.048 100.273
0 . 0006 23.14-3 374 0 05 46.6 Oil 53.765 73.088 80.501
0 . - y  0 O 19.950 . 3 - a '  * . ■ 40.953 55.097 53.166 69. 586
0 . 0010 17.678 0 ■ •; O 70 2 T . U  * OF •  U - - 0 48.935 56.107 61.817
0 . 0020 12.569 20.279 25 . 689 35.061 40.299 44.331
o 90040 8.871 14 . a 00 18.892 25.291 29.o4o 32.018
0 . 0060 7.406 12.016 15.282 20.936 24.049 26.527
0..0080 6.518 10.669 13.587 18.634 2 . y . .  el4 23.620'
0 * 0100 5.814 q c p.o 12.174 16.723 19.226 21.214
0 , \J t'l 0 /  Ky 4.235 ' t '  y - ' t  QI * 4 - 0 0 9.005 12.421 14.301 15.796
0 . 3.514 3 . 891 7.559 10.457 12.052 13.321
b. - ■ 3.088 5.212 6O7O5 9.295 10.722 11.856
; ' b o o 2.792 I ! ***/ J j / * \  r •  f'  * 7 b / 6.112 8.489 9.787 10.838
y" -~\ s-. i/ OboU 2.569 4.384 5.662 7.880 9.010 10.069
0 (00 2.396 J I  t  n O4  .  1 U O 5.315 7.409 8.561 9.475
T 0741 2.315 * 0Jo 5.145 7.265 8.405 9.195
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Table 6 (cont'd)
For n - 1/2
\  Pr
5 2 0 4 0 100 150 200
0 . 0 0 0 1 7 1 . 5 0 1 1 1 3 0 . 6 : 5 1 8 3 . 5 6 8 ' 1 9 5 .0 2 0 223.375 245.907
0 . 0 0 0 2 5 1 . 8 4 9
C  ' 5 •
O  c l  >4- ■, 4 ; 1 0 4 . 2 6 0 1 8 1 ,6 91 1 7 2 . 3 0 9 178.699
o.oco4 3 6 . 1 0 0 l: *'7 r:\.; j.7 \ - w v  . 7 2  0 7 6 8 9 8 . 9 4 4 1 1 3 . 3 7 7 124.838
0 .0 0 0 6 2 9 .  026 4 6 . 4 1 1 5 8 . 6 1 5 7 9 . 7 8 8 9 1 . 3 8 5 100.634
0 . 0 0 0 8 1. 3 . 0 9 0 9 0 . 1 7 2 5 0 . 7 5 6 6 9 . 0 8 1 ^9 OiBl 87.203
0 . 0 0 1 0 2 2 . 3 7 4 3 5 .805 6 5 . 5 0 3 6 1 . 6 8 4 7 0 . 7 0 3 77,874
0 . 0 0 2 0 1 5 . 5 2 9 2 4 . 9 8 4 3 1 . 6 1 3 83.105 8 9 . 4 3 3 54.480
o»ooOo 1 0 . 8 6 0 1 7 . 5 6 8 2 2 . 2 7 6 3 0 . 4 2 8 3 8 . 9 2 0 38.493
0 . 0 0 8 0 8 . 0 0 4 1 9 . 3 7 9 1 8 . 2 5 5 24.973 28.703 31.614
0 . ,  0 0 c ■,./
ry '■ -i .. ' 1 2 .5 0 7 1 5 . 8 9 9 21.774 25.009 27.583
0 . 0 1 0 0 6 ,8 4  0 1 1 . 1 7 8 1 4 . 2 2 5 19.501 22.408 24.709
0.0200 4 . 8 7 7 8 . 0 5 9 1 0 . 2 9 6 1 4 . 1 6 8 16.302 18.001
0.0500 4 . 0 1 9 6 . 6 9 6 8 . 5 7 5 1 1 . 8 3 3 13.629 15.055
0.0400 3 . 4 9 9 5 . 8 6 9 7 . 5 3 3 10.4-18 12.007 13.272
0 . 0 5 0 0 3 . 1 4 9 5 . 3 1 0 6 . 8 2 9 9 . 8 6 2 10.915 12.069
0 . 0 C 00 2 . 8 9 5 4 . 9 0 3 6 . 3 1 7 8.7 66 10.116 11.191
0 .0 7 0 0 2 . 6 9 3 4 . 5 8 2 5 . 9 U 8.207 9.486 10.897
0 , 0 8 0 0 2 . 5 2 9 4 . 3 2 1 5.581 7.767 8.972 9.931
a. cc'-i-j. 2.471 4 . 2 2 8 3.865 7.610 8.792 9.732
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Table 6 {cont! d.)
For n = 1/4
\  i , r r~
0 20 4o 100 150 200
U * UUbi 97.838 155,653 196,225 266,502 305.223 335.974
0,0002 63.826 CO l . r/;7 12c. ,4 , ,5 ~  s 4- „ _ 9c 199.520 219.645
0,0004 M j o O n  i't « vJO 70,319 88 6737 120.615 138.181 152.149
0.0006 G i • .J'-o 69.568 75 pit<7 102.220 117.118 128.958
0.0008 33,071 52.829 DO.fox 90.718 103.950 114.470
0.0010 c. 03 I 47.477 60,261 81.984 93.951 103.459
0 « 0020 20.296 O O  9- ! ■ J>£- * J J 4 i . j.50 55.483 64.258 70.782
0.004 a 14.120 f'j r'; . : ■ f .c.ci * ; _./ r.p i'4 ^ r-pC . G  , 39,288 4.5 . o64 4 9 = 660
0.0060 11,206 .j.d, a x  0 O-"* p  ,c'f- 4 ■ <•— * 0__,' 31.363 35.986 39.668
0« GUO'J 9.551 '■” j * 1 1 5 » 0 5f 26.870 30,847 34.007
0 „ uj.. V' \j O  u *3 C J 13.799 17.528 23.983 27,541 30.365
0.0200 5 . 955 9.773 12,455 17.099 19.660 21.694
0. O . j  00 4.735 7,834 10,012 13.781 15.861 17.511
o o C o o 4.093 0  «. O J- 46 8,723 12.034 13.861 15.310
o . 0600 3.654 6.114 7 .844 10.839 12.490 13.806
u , u b O u 3.188 5.601 7 .196 9.961 11.484 12.697
r-y r\ r\
lJ * U  / v.;u 2 . 9 1 1 5.203 6.695 9.280 10,704 11.837
0 .  G T ' I X 2 , 8 8 9 5.171 6.654 9.225 10.642 11.769
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Table J
The Average Nusselt Number (Nu ) as Function of Dimensionlessv avg'
Distance {?/") and prandtl Number (Pr)
For Newtonian Fluid
\ ~ 1?F
5 .1. ;;> 20 -90 100
o.000005 5 0 0 ,8 70 6 3 0, l'-o5 7 2 1 .2 62 793.861 1000.205 1357.481
0,000005 065,832 50':O Go a 672,001 739.210 931.837 1264.566
0.000005 113,181 520:b:bL 596.002 655.819 826.372 1119.675
0,0000b' bii-GiO? 430.643 539.801 593.136 748.311 1015.147
0 0 0 268.654 320 .105 389.906 428,970 539.158 732.577
0.000" ■, / 190.825 2370702 282.951 311.485 390.589 533.799
0 , obd'0-./O 163.550 200.801 237.979 261.323 327.721 447.523
0 , ’.>00080 144 . 062 173,106 209.987 230.494 289.795 394.391
0 ,000100 130 6;-75 lbl.,685 189.989 208,397 262.436 357.515
C ,000200 92,ebb 117-547 136.999 150.203 139.221 258.765
a, 000s-00 07192 Q  >; ", .-V(,J-> ,  J .  i V 97.253 106.604 a a5.614 183.384
0 . 000600 56,462 69.453 80.001 87.732 111.410 151.255
On ‘010800 49.034 60,596 69.756 76.601 97.052 132.197
G . all000 43.987 59.577 62.704 68.988 87.243 118.956
0 . : ■' 11000 31,044 39,283 5 0 .3 5 0 49.693 62.626 84.737
0. 0011)00 22,322 28,145 33.971 35.841 45.213 61.362
0 .000000 18.488 23,368 28.566 29.665 37.475 50.991
o , 008000 16.086 20.452 24.763 25.906 32.786 _ 44.743
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Tab 1 e 'J (c ont3 d)
\  in
c-: - 7', ...0 15 20 4o 100
V' v bO .1- \J 4 / \J lb }t f.yJora l i‘ Kj ( 18,421 22,210 23.342 29•d99 40.408
0,020000 /~v •--tu„ 8pp 13.2o9 15*854 16.976 21.277 29.206
0,040000 7 OOP 9,387 11309 12.183 15.545 21.331
nVv (f vy v_-' w a ■; • • s _.v •; ..3 9.353 10.126 12.961 17.801
0,080000 ■'•00 6,990 8.196 8.903 11.425 15.669
•'A -] AA,T'%/: 
0  » .up 7/ v/ v,' . -'3; * C> * 3 -i- oi 7*398 8.054 10.332 14.194
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Table 8
Tire Averag- l\p -j o o C-- 1 Jr  18 '-A va> JL u Number {Nuoivv) as FunctionC- v 10 of Dimensionless
D..?  ^.7- ^  \  ^. ‘J.L, KJ U C Li iO'C;  ^Li j r  l/ alb a <J, 0 -i. I'Cijrnber (Pr)
For Non-New 
For n
ton lan  F.j;a id
“\ P r
5 20 40 100 150 200
___
0 . GOOA 189.815 237.825 301 . 682 450.700 493.117 559.700
0.0002 .108,927 158.100 199.055 290.859 324.555 364.855
0 . 0004 58.654 1 r\ i7 r-.i: 1/ J.. oio..,-« v,. ■: 133.281 191.939 215.280 240.437
0« 00Ob CJi OO'j D'-r • JJJ- Co ‘"‘f * 7 v./ - 100,057 151.281 170.188 189.625
o,coo8 86.075 r? -i ; /“ 90 .000 127.962 144.393 160.468
0,0010 5-0.598 63 ,029 112.574 127.117 141.372
Lb ^  4j Lb £„ \J 27.515 v "0 Gy .’7 be-,; 76.285 85.905 95.435
Lb 4, Lb 8. !' v J 18.898 75 vj * -a -5P ( \ c z o  . '■V1- 52.393 59.703 66.467
0 * 00:o'.,’ 15.275 24 . A 4b 30.888 42.528 97.768 53.912
0 * 0 0  0- : 13.181 0 1  ! j ’ 26.761 36.821 91.476 46.659
0.0...'-' 11.769 10 . 920 23.979 32.957 37.221■ 41.787
u, w-. ■ 8.327 13.9-66 17.125 23.511 26.651 29.764
b' , OgOb 6.928 1 x . 1 J. - - -L “v * a. 0™ a.- 19.446 22.099 24.649
Lb v -.a \,>\J 5.980 9.715 12.366 17 .042 19.399 21.611
o,ogoo 0 3^2 0 <-/r!>O . j v^-T 11.185 15.906 17.564 19.544
o,o8oo 4 # 890 8.062 10.300 14.202 16.209 18.025
O'. fy~/ kJ.Vi O-A ii W Q  ' * S  y 7.513 9.610 13.261 15.152 1 6 . 844
8 L 79
s . b ^ o O  “7 57 Q 12.932 14.780 16.539
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Table 8 (cont'd)
For n = 1/2
r~P 20 4o 100 150 200
0„0001 203.591 O ", -F r- } ; OP -4 O 0 _y "v.^ * 407.047 552.605 632.807 696.703
0.0002 131.795 ■. ''-•t— , J —_ 356.307 407.651 448.354
0,0004 O 0: ,'V UG* - 174.761 235.658 269.083 296.775
0.0006 i.;c, o l j ~i O/'/ 0-S-W ■ --- j -8 137.907 186.402 212.851 234.533
0.0008 5b.224 05 1 OO;* -J--P 116 .955 158.175 780.737 199-202
0,0010 51.219 80.502 103.084 139.583 159.458 175.788
0.0020 34.361 54.605 69.442 95.993 107.825 119.091
o„co4c 23.530 37.552 47.621 65.595 74.013 81.645
L-' a 7. ’ 1 .. J 18.926 30.275 38.414 52.897 59.808 65.432
U v L; vC.a) 16.227 26.025 3 3 .035 45.447 51.431 56.722
0,0100 14.422 07 i£o 29.408 ; 0.438 45.825 50.538
r\ aooa 
Ks v if U 10.026 16.231 an . cun a6.407 32.465 35.575
8.151 13.245 l b . 896 £3.228 26.572 29.168
0 . 7 „ 052 11.496 14.643 ■20.181 23.126 25.403
-p: • ■ -■ 6.300 10.312 13.147 18.128 20.781 22.848
'■■-J .. 6’O'v -J 5.749 9.439 12.048 16.6l6 19.062 20.975
0.0700 5.323 8.766 11.203 15.448 17.731 19.524
0 * 00uO 4 . 8 8 l 8.224 10.518 14.511 16.664 18.357
0. Oo41 4 .861 8.033 10.278 14.181 16.286 17.941
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T 8. b 1 © 8 
For n
(c o n t1d) 
= 1 /4
5 20 40 100 150 200
0.0001 478,500 r y  '\i 0 -4 955.400 1299.650  1481.865 1656.232
0,0002 275.515 439.170 i55-i- 313 751.881 859.903 958.107
O o o 162.76-v j,::.G, >l)d 4 4 5,332 508.952 566.555
0.0006 122.002 133. i l l 21-0 » OlO 333. 5 380.967 4-40.367
0.0008 100. J,ol. 212 £02,907 279.222. 312.975 360.275
0,0010 C / ■ 0 138.01-0 174.115 236.36? 269.980 309.629
0,0020 .573 Q'Y 77 Iu 1 » 1 f vj 1 1 1 ,302 150.680 172.491 194.813
o ,oo4o 35.837 5?.132 72,258 97.591 111.370 126.405
0.0061 27.993 2;.Zi 56,567 76.563 87.247 98.603
0 Q0'~1'1 23,560 Vj r7 ;7l7”;' ,971675 56.586 73.685 83.078
0.0100 20,642 60 J - Oo-r 41.840 3o. 05.3 69.798 72.933
0,0200 13.781 .3. 231-3 * -L y,'.3 28.095 30.429 43.699 48.736
0 ,0100 10,932 ry 033l" 91 22.396 26.009 34.899 38.873
0. 01-00 9.304 15„060 19.123 23.082 29.062 33.218
O, * 6-0 8 .206 13.398 16,998 20.956 26.500 29.480
' ;■ * .. ‘-'J 7.399 1 2 .085 15.373 19.327 24.058 26.783
4. ■: o v 6.776 11.123 19.166 18.177 22.193 24.700
y;-n 6 ,719 11.035 14.055 18.068 22.021 24.510
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as Determined from Figure 4
For Z"‘"> 0.0015 For Z2 0.0015
For n = 1/4
x X a a b
5 ~ vf j, 7,’ / U „ / 1 -0 .571 1.490
"0 . of? 1.213 -0.571 2.396
'rG -O.f o7 1 07' 1 ~ C 571 3 <.038
100 -0 .5 2 7 2 . i.0.3 -0 .571 4.118
If u -0 .5 2 7 2.435 -0 .571 4.712
ir/ 0 '-J -o.527 2.712 -0 .5 7 1 5.228
For n - 1 /2
a b a b
.X -0 .5 1 4
00CO0 -0 .4 7 5 0.788
ix; -0 .5 1 4 i a 00 1 . jar -0 .4 7 5 1.288
-0 .5 1 4 1 .704 -0 .4 7 5 1.639
J U -0 .5 1 4 2.302 -0 .4 7 5 2.241
- • .j '■■' -0 .5 1 4 2.630 -0 .4 7 5 2.558
P 00 -0 .5 1 4 2.897 -0 .4 7 5 2.823
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n'ti- 1 cl k>le 9-a (cont'd) 
For n -  3 /4
r T a b a
0 -0 .5 1 9 0.192 -0 .4 4 5
20 -0.519 0.798 -0 .4 4 5
40 -0.519 0.954 -0 .4 4 5
100 -0.519 1 .373 -0 .4 4 5
1 p U -0.519 1 ■> 545 -0 .4 4 5
: '• )  r \  ..: .... -0.519 -0 .4 4 5
b
0.757
1 . o4o 
1.588 
2.183 
2.508 
2.760
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Table 9-To
The Constants "a" and "b" of Nuavg ‘ M *a
as Determined from Figure 5
For Z‘;1£> 0.0015 For ZX <(o,.0015
For n = 1/4
Pr a b a b
5 -0.722 0.582 -0.571 1.490
20 -0.722 0.931 -0.571 2.396
40 -0.722 1.174 -0.571 3.038
100 -0.722 1.593 -0.571 4.118
150 -0.722 1.819 -0.571 ■ 4.712
200 -0.722 2.077
For n = l/2
-0.571 5.288
pr a b av« b
5 -0.593 0.848 -0.513 1.363
20 -0.593 1.322 -0.513 2.214
0 -0.593 1.704 -0.513 2.815
100 -0.593 2.302 -0.513 3.880
150 -0.593 2.630 -0.513 4.397
200 -0.593 2.897 -0.513 4.835
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Table 9-4 (cont'd.)
For n = 3/4
ct b a b
3 -0.584 0.717 -0.500 1.187
20 i o ui CO 1.109 -0.500 1.918
40 -0.584 1.359 -0.500 2.432
“5 A O
lU'J -0.584 1.998 -0.500 3.355
150 -0.584 2.24? -0.500 3.790
200 -0.584 2»3 Ob -0.500 4.242
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